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The formula for the correlation of the directions of emission of the neutrino and y-ray quan
tum with the direction of the t.t-meson beam is obtained for the case of allowed K capture. 
It is shown that the yv correlation for the capture of an unpolarized t.t meson is very sensi
tive to the magnitude and sign of the constant of the induced pseudoscalar interaction. A gen
eral formula is given for the correlation in t.t-meson K capture of any degree of forbiddenness. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

AT present most of the emphasis in the study of 
t.t-meson capture by protons is directed toward find
ing out the contribution of the pseudoscalar interac
tion and of Gell-Mann's "weak magnetism." As is 
well known, [l] t.L capture is described in the frame
work of the theory of the universal V-A interaction, 
in which, however, one must take into account con
tributions from diagrams with one-pion and two-pion 
intermediate states, which are the respective source 
of the appearance in the Hamiltonian of the induced 
pseudoscalar interaction and of Gell-Mann's "weak 
magnetism." 

Inclusion of these diagrams is necessary because 
the momentum transfer in t.t capture is of the order 
of the mass of the t.t meson. The contribution of the 
first diagram was estimated by Goldberger and 
Treiman in the simplest approximation of the pole 
diagram. It turned out that the effective pseudo
scalar constant is large in magnitude ( Cp "'" 8C A), 
although the total contribution of the pseudoscalar 
interaction to the probability is small, since it 
comes in with a factor m/M, where m is the mass 
of the !.J. meson and M is that of the nucleon; the 
positive value of the ratio follows from a considera
tion of the weak decay of the 1T meson through a 
nucleon -antinucleon pair. 

In the Gell-Mann-Feynman theory of the universal 
weak interaction the vector current is conserved, 
and the contribution of "weak magnetism" can be 
expressed in terms of the anomalous magnetic mo
ments of the proton and neutron.C 2J 

Analysis of the experimental data [a] on the cap
ture probability, the hyperfine splitting of the levels 
of the mesic atom, and the angular anisotropy of 
the neutrons from the direct process indicates ex
cellent agreement with the V-A theory, in which 

the vector current is conserved and the quantity 
Cp I C A is positive and large. It must be noted, 
however, that the contribution of the P interaction 
and the "weak magnetism" to the partial probability 
does not exceed ,..., 20 percent of the main-Fermi 
and Gamow-Teller-terms, 1> and the asymmetry co
efficient can come only from the correction terms. 
There is no such cancellation, however, in the case 
of a o+- 1 + transition (for example, c12 - B12 ), 

which is convenient because there is no hyperfine 
splitting of the levels of the mesic atom. Moreover, 
the asymmetry coefficient is proportaional to the 
degree of longitudinal polarization of the t.t meson 
in the K orbit, and in light atoms this is not more 
than 15 to 20 percent of the original complete polar
ization. 

More accurate information about the magnitude 
and sign of the pseudoscalar interaction constant 
and the contribution of "weak magnetism" than is 
given by the experiments described above can evi
dently be obtained from a study of the angular yv 
correlation in the capture of unpolarized t.t mesons. 
Such a correlation exists only when there are cor
rection terms, and is ,..., 20 percent for Cp/C A,..., 8, 
whereas when Cp/CA is small the correlation does 
not exceed a few percent. 

2. CORRELATION OF THE DIRECTIONS OF EMIS
SION OF THE y-RA Y QUANTUM AND THE 
NEUTRINO WITH THE DIRECTION OF THE 
t.t-MESON BEAM 

In t.t-meson capture by a nucleus the energy of 
the captured t.L meson is mainly carried away by 

!)This can be seen from Eq. (8). For the direct-process 
neutrons there will be complete cancellation of the main terms, 
but the absorption of the neutron in the nucleus must be taken 
into account, and this depends on the structure of the nucleus. 
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the neutrino. There is, however, a definite proba
bility of capture with the formation of a daughter 
nucleus in an excited state, which emits a y-ray 
quantum. 2> 

The probability for the capture of a polarized 
J.L meson by a nucleus with the subsequent emission 
of a y-ray quantum can contain the neutrino momen
tum q, the photon momentum k, and the J.L-meson 
polarization axial vector a. Furthermore k can 
appear only quadratically, since parity is conserved 
in y-ray transitions, and a cannot appear in degrees 
higher than the first, since the spin of the J.L meson 
is % (there can be only a dipole polarization). 

In the case of allowed J.L capture the vector q 
cannot appear in degrees higher than the second. 
Under these conditions the following scalar and 
pseudoscalar quantities can be constructed from 
q, k, and a: from a and q, the pseudoscalar a· q, 
which determines the angular distribution of the 
recoil nuclei in the capture of polarized J.L mesons; 
from q and k, the scalar ( q · k) 2, which determines 
the angular correlation of the y-ray quantum and 
the recoil nucleus in the capture of unpolarized J.L 
mesons; and from the two vectors k and q and the 
axial vector a there can be constructed two pseudo
scalars3> (k•a)(k•q) and([kxq]·a)(k·q),which 
determine the correlation of the directions of em is
sion of the y-ray quantum and the recoil nucleus 
with the direction of the J,L-meson beam. 

As can be seen, an angular anisotropy of the y
ray quanta relative to the polarization vector of the 
J.L mesons cannot be observed without a correlation 
with the direction of emergence of the recoil nuclei. 
This is a consequence of the fact that a polarized J.L 
meson can give only a dipole polarization to the 
nucleus. 

Thus in an allowed J.L capture the total probabil
ity of angular yv correlation with the direction of 
the J.L meson beam is of the form 

\\7 -=I- (n + 11k2 ) (a) aq- 3P" (qk)- 11 (a> (b) (kq) 

--:;(c) (lkql a) (kq) (1)* 

Here ( u) is the degree of longitudinal polarization 
of the J.L meson at the instant it gets into the K 
orbit; a, q, and k are unit vectors in the respective 
directions; P2 ( q • k) is the Legendre polynomial; 
and a, {3, 17, and ~ are functions of the energy of the 
neutrino, which depend on the nuclear matrix ele-

2lFor example, in the case of wmeson capture by C12 nuclei 
10 percent of the transitions are to an excited level of the 8 12 

nucleus. 
3 lThe pseudoscalar ( [k x q] • a) (k · q) is not invariant 

under time reversal. 
*(qk) = q·k, [qk) = q X k. 

ments and the weak-interaction constants. 
The general theory of angular correlations in 

nuclear transitions is expounded in a paper by Dol-
ginov. [5] In the case of nuclear J.L-meson capture 
with subsequent y-ray emission the transition prob
ability is 

(2) 

where Hy is the matrix element of the radiative 
transition, as given, for example, by Dolginov, [5] 

and Hll is the matrix element of the J.L capture, as 
given, for example, by Morita and Fujii [SJ: 

H 1, ~ \ 'ljl1~ .. H-r_'ljl- dr, J lrt /oP-o 
(3) 

( lf!joJ.Lo and ¢hJ.Lt are the wave functions of the initial 
and final states of the nucleus, and T _ is the opera
tor for conversion of proton into neutron). 

In the nonrelativistic approximation for the nu
cleons 

H = CvL(l) + CAaL(a) + (Cvl 2M) [2L(~) p 

_:_ pL(cx)l + (CA I M) L(y5) ap + (CA- Cp) apL(~y;)/2M 

+ (1 +!lp -!ln)Cvi(a [pL(cx)l/2M. (4) 

Here L( a) = lf!t( 1 +y5 )azpJ.L, and so on, J.Lp and J.Ln 
are the anomalous magnetic moments of the proton and 
neutron, and a, a, {3, and y5 are Dirac matrices. 
The differential operator p on the left of the lepton 
invariant L acts only on it, and not on the nucleon 
wave function. 

We take the neutrino wave function in the form of 
the expansion of a plane wave in terms of spherical 
vectors ( cf. [ 5]): 

~-, =~i-t (-}'+M V2l + lvpcf;~ptoD~Mp (qn'tO) 'ljJJM). (r), 

( - ihY71 (r)) 
'ljlJM). (r) = y'A () ' 

gk JM r 
(5) 

•r J cy 
where Y LA ( r ), DJ.L!l' (a, {3, y) and Caab/3 are 
defined in [5]; Vp are spinor components in the 
rest system of the neutrino; Z, J, M are respec
tively the orbital and total angular momentum and 
the projection of the total angular momentum of the 
neutrino on the axis of quantization; 

(6) 

with A.=±%; and fk and gk are the radial parts of 
the neutrino wave function. 

The summation in Eq. (5) is over the possible 
values of all the quantum numbers. 

We take the wave function of the Jl meson in the 
form 1/J!l = l:laui/J~, where a~ determines the degree 
of polarization of the meson in the K orbit of the 
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mesic atom. The quantities a~ fix the density ma
trix p(a,a') = (a~*a~,)~, where( ... )~ means 
averaging over the statistical ensemble. Choosing 
the axis of quantization along the direction of the 
initial momentum of the J1. meson (before it is 
stopped), we get the density matrix in diagonal form. 

Confining ourselves to the nonrelativistic approx
imation 4> for the wave function of the J1. meson in 
the K orbit, we have 

where xa is a normalized spinor and 

g = 2 (aZm('e-a.z,w. 
fl. 

When in the matrix element Hy we expand the 
potential of the electromagnetic wave in a series of 
multipoles and substitute 1/Jv and 1/!Jl. in HJl., we get 
the general expression for the angular correlation 5 > 

of q, k, and a: 

xW (j0j/S; l'j1) Bs {(-) J'-JW (+I' JS; J' I) (2S + l) 

X orsPs (qk) + }/6 (c;) (-(-1 X (JJ'f!l'S ff 1) 

X F ( } '" !'p'' Slf qka) Bt Br . (7) 

The sum is taken over all values of the indices for 
which Bf'> and Bs are different from zero. 

Here there has already been a summation over 
the polarizations of the y ray ( S is even) and the 
directions of the neutrino polarization. The factor 
1 + y5 allows us to sum over the helicities of the 
neutrino. In the derivation of Eq. {7) there has been 
a summation over the polarizations of the J1. meson. 

The quantities BfP, Fs1f(qku), and Bs are de
fined in Appendix I; W(abcd;ef) and X(abcdefghi) 

l, l' = 0, I, 2; f = 0, I, 2; 

I, !' = 0, I; s = 0, 2. 

Retaining in Eq. (7) the sum over these values of 
the indices, we see that the expression (7) reduces 
to the form (1), where a, {3, rJ, and ~ are now given 
by 

W _ (Cv) 2 1(' 12( -L_q_ _ _!_ 2 2 ) a o- CA J1cpp. ,1 I M 3q (r)e 

- f ~:if I~ acp~'-1 I ~[rp] cp" 1- fifl ~ acp~'-1\ ~ir lap)cpt• I 

___ &q2\~ acp~'-l(l~r(ar)cp~'- I- +l~r2 acp" I) 
2 ( Cv )2 q 1 ~ II ~ . · 

-3 .CA Ml~ lcpt• ~ zrpcp"'l' 

I (" I '[ C Cv J 1 · · ~W0 = tt AJ.j, j acpp. i 1- c: +(I+ flp- fln)~ 1 ~ C1(Pp. i 

-~:I~ [rp] cp~'-\-21 ~ ir (ap)cp~'- I- f,;qM(I~ r (ar)cpP I 

11 W = A L I \ am I J_[ 1 + _!]_ ( I - C P - (I -f- fl 
., 0 loll j Tp. I 2M CA p 

+ Cv -/1- I(' [rp] cp j- _q_ I(' ir (ap) cp I 
C A 2M .) P. M J . P· 1 

_ ~q2(1~ r (ar) cp~'- I-~ j~r2 acp~'-j)}, 
are the Racah and Fano functions, respectively _ . . • 
(cf. e.g., [5]); and Ps(qk) is a Legendre polynomial. ~W0 =~VfifAi:i,l~acp~'-l{l~acp~'-\[ Irn t~ 

For light nuclei, A~ 16, we have R/7t ~ 1-2 

(R is the radius of the nucleus and 7t is the wave- -(1 + -fl) lm C~J + 1!\' [rp) jim c~l. 
length of the neutrino), and the expansion of the flp " CA J cp~'- cAJ 

(8) 

Bessel functions involved in fk and gk in powers Here Wo is equal, apart from a common factor, 
of R/7t still gives a series which converges well, to the probability of J1. capture ( cf. [6]): 
so that the J1. capture can be classified as to degrees 
of forbiddenness. 

In the case of allowed J1. capture, Ll.j = 0, ± 1 (no), 
the possible values of the indices are: 

4lThe binding energy of the fl. meson in the K orbit is much 
smaller than its rest energy. 

5lWe omit common factors which do not affect the correla
tion. 

1 Cv ) 2 1 \' 12 (I q 1 ., ., ) 
Wo= \c.·t·· j lcp~~l +;-w- Jq-(r),. 
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where q is the energy of the neutrino. 
For electric multipole radiation of character 2L 

in a transition j 0 .!!.. h .L h we have 

Ati. =- J/% [1- 3/L (L + 1)1 }/5 (2L + 1) (2j1 + 1) 

X W (j2Lj12; jlL) W (joj112; 1jl) Czg2c• 

In the expressions for W 0, a, {3, and 11 it is assumed 
that the constants Ci are real. If they are complex 
(failure of invariance under t - - t ) we must re
place ci' I Ci. by Re ( o/' I Ci) in these expressions. 
The expressiOns for J 1cp /.L and so on are given in 
Appendix II. 

In the derivation of Eq. (8) the second terms in 
the expansions of the Bessel functions have been in
cluded only in the main terms that do not contain the 
small parameter q/M. Furthermore, in terms of 
types pL and [ pL] there are two Bessel functions 
satisfying the rules for an allowed transition, and 
we have kept only the contribution from the Bessel 
function of lower order. In applying the operator p 
to L we have not kept the result of the action of p 
on the 1-L-meson wave function, since this brings in 
the small parameter aZ. 

The asymmetry coefficient in the angular distri
bution of the recoil nuclei relative to the 1-L-meson 
beam agrees with the corresponding expression in 
the paper of Morita and Greenberg. [7] 

As can be seen from Eq. (8), the coefficient {3 

which determines the angular correlation of the ' 
neutrino and the recoil nucleus in the capture of 
an unpolarized /.L meson, depends only on the inter
ference of the correction terms with the Gamow-
!eller main term for the transition 6 > ( J acp /.L ) • This 
1s a consequence of the fact that the correlation 
P2 ( qk) must contain the ''d waves of the neutrino'' 
(the main contribution to the correlation is the in
terference of the "s waves and d waves of the neu
trino"), which in an allowed /.L capture can arise 
only from the terms in the Hamiltonian that contain 
the operator p or from terms in the nuclear matrix 
element that contain h ( qr) [ h ( qr) is a Bessel 
function]. 

In the case of a pure Gamow-Teller transition 
which predominates in /.L capture with excitation ~f 
the nucleus ( cf. e.g., [SJ), the formula for the an
gular correlation in the capture of an unpolarized 
/.L meson is particularly simple: 

W = 1 + x (q/M) P2 (qk), 

X =Ati, {~: +~P- ~n +[ 2/ ~ ir (ap) qJP I 
-I~ [rp] qJ~" I+~ qM (I~ r (ar) cp~" I 
6)Terms proportional to (q/M) 2 are omitted. 

(9) 

Here Cv =-CA. 
As can be seen, calculation of nuclear matrix 

elements is necessary only for the estimation of 
corrections that do not contain the P interaction 
and the ''weak magnetism,'' but it is necessary to 
take these corrections into account in determining 
the lower limit on the asymmetry coefficient. We 
can see from Eq. (9) that in the case of a 0- 1 
- 1 transition the anisotropy coefficient Kq/M for 
E2 radiation reaches values "' 20 percent for 
Cp/CA"' 8, while the sign of the anisotropy coef
ficient is determined by the sign of the pseudoscalar 
constant. 

Anisotropic emission of circularly polarized y 
rays relative to the 1-L-meson beam will be observed 
in the radiative capture of polarized /.L mesons 
(cf. [SJ). The maximum of the internal bremsstrahl
ung is at "'50 MeV, however, whereas the largest 
energy of nuclear y-radiation in /.L capture does not 
exceed "'8 MeV. Furthermore the probability of 
bremsstrahlung is not more than "' 10-4 of the prob
ability of nuclear y-radiation. 

It must be noted that at nuclear excitation ener
gies > 1 MeV there can be an appreciable probabil
ity of conversion into electron pairs for the range of 
light nuclei we are considering. The most probable 
transition 0- 0 is uninteresting, however, because 
in this case there is no angular correlation between 
the components of the pair and the recoil nucleus. 

The author is deeply grateful to V. N. Gribov, 
A. Z. Dolginov, I. T. Dyatlov, and V. M. Shekhter 
for valuable discussions, and also to V. G. Gorshkov 
for many conversations. 

APPENDIX I 

The quantities BfP which appear in Eq. (7) deter
mine the order of forbiddenness in /.L capture: 
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where 

rib{= (2/ + I(l'[i''(d~ -I--; 1) 

+ p -j- 1) (f,- I~ P) fkU!p6t.-w, 

rl+HC{'P-l =(l-j-p)'/,W(11//-j-p; I/ 

-j- P- 1) (f, +I+~+ 1)fkUJp6A-w, 

rl+Id{'1 = [(I+ I)/ (21 + I)J"' (dl dr- I I r) fk6p06~._.,, 

ri-Id{' -l = [I I (21 + I) 1'1' (d I dr + (I + I) I r) fk6Po6f._.,, 

ri+PmfP = fkij/p{Jf.-w, r1nf = fkflpofll.-w· 

Here u1p = [2(21+1)] 112 w(J~I +p1; I~), p = o, ±1. 
The quantum numbers Z, k, A., and J are connected 
by the relation (6). For terms that do not contain 
the operator p acting on nucleon wave functions the 
smallest possible values of these numbers for a 
given order of forbiddenness N are determined 
from the conditions 

J+w 

(I= N 
_I /-~p=N, N+:!. 
-l!+p-I=N 

(I+p+1=N,N+2 

For the terms with the coefficients mfP and nJP 
the possible values of l and J are determined from 
the conditions 

J-j-w=l-!-p=N-1,N-j-I, J_!_w=l=N-j-I. 

The quantities BJP which do not conserve parity can 
be obtained from those given above if we make the 
replacements 

The quantities Fs1f( qka) which appear in Eq. (7) 
are defined in the following way: 

Fstt(qka) = 4JC 2.: c(;;s1)Y S"f) (OrD) Yi"f) ({hp) ,, 
in the coordinate system where q has angles (J.cp ), 
k angles (eci>), and a angles (00). Particular 
values of these quantities are given in [5]. 

For the case of electric multipole radiation of 
character 2L the quantity Bs which appears in 
Eq. (7) is of the form 

B, = [I - S (.S +I) I 2L (L + I)l 
X V(2S + I) (2L + I) (2jl + 1) 

;< W (i 2Lj1S; j1L) CZ3so· 

For the case of mixed magnetic multipole radiation 

of character 2 L and electric radiation of character 
2L+1 we must use instead of Bs the expression (13) 
from the paper of Dolginov and Toptygin. [ 10] 

APPENDIX II 

Our notation for the nuclear matrix elements is: 

~ 0 _ (' • -rxzrnr0 . d 
,rp = '1\Ji,!J-,e tT_'IJ. r. 

P. a.l JoP.o 

When the exponential is replaced by unity ( cp J.l - 1 ) 
these are the same as the nuclear matrix elements 
for {3 decay in the notation of Konopinski and 
Uhlenbeck. 

We give the values of Oi for the various nuclear 
matrix elements: 

~ Irp~'-: 
~ arp~'-: 
~ rp rp~'-: 
~ [rp] rp~'-: 
~ r (ap) rp1,: 

~· r (a r) rp - _!__ \ r 2arp : J 1'- 3 J 1'-

Here C = [ Cj1J.l1. ] -1. 
I IAoJoJ.lo 

1C0 

C1aY~~ 

C0rpY~o 

V2/3iC1rP Y~A 

V% cl,ylAap 

f V2C1r2aY~A 
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